New HOn3-Scale “HGC” Trucks
“HGC” Two Piece, Equalized Trucks: “HGC” High Gravity Compound weighs nearly the same as Metal
Trucks but with more detail & easy to assemble design, a 2 piece split bolster design for more efficient truck
equalization, reduced axle friction for greater rolling performance. Metal RP-25 wheels with insulated plastic axles.

HOn3 “HGC” Truck Features

• Non-magnetic Metal Wheels
• 26” Ribbed Back Wheels (#718)
• 3 Assorted Mounting Bushing Included
• “HGC” High Gravity Compound Weighs nearly the same as Metal Trucks
• Smooth tracking Free Rolling Contoured Insulated Axles
• RP-25 Free Rolling Wheels
• Patent number 7,434,518 B2
Assembly Required, Screws not included
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HOn3-Scale

#720 - 3’ 7” Arch Bar (3ft 7in) “HGC”

#723 - Andrews (1898) “HGC”
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#721 - 4’ 6” Arch Bar (4ft 6in) “HGC”
26” Ribbed Back Wheels
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#724 - Bettendorf T-Section “HGC”
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#722 - A.S.F.® A-3 Ride-Control® “HGC” #726 - Vulcan “HGC”
26” Ribbed Back Wheels
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Kadee® 720-726 HOn3 “HGC” Truck Assembly Instructions
These HOn3 trucks use the same “two piece” design and material as our HO scale “HGC” trucks.
HGC means “High Gravity Compound” which is a high tech plastic/metal composite material. These
are simple and easy to assemble and install. Once installed properly they will have a free rolling,
flexible, equalizing ride similar to our #716 and #717 HOn3 fully sprung truck kits. Included are center
bushing adapters for attaching the trucks to various makes of cars such as Blackstone® and Micro®
Trains . These trucks require a flat mounting surface and some models may require trimming and filing of the car’s bolster to
make a flat surface. The bushings are designed for the original screws or where appropriate 0-48 self-tapping, 0-80 machine
screws, or 1mm to 1.25mm metric equivalent.
Prior to assembly please review the photos and drawings and read the instructions. Determine which bushing adapter you will
need for your particular model or if you need to modify the bolster of the car to properly install the trucks.
To Assemble: Take two side frames and fit them together at the center, hold at the center connection (inverted or bottom up)
and set one wheelset into one end then turn the truck around and hold it by the side frames and fit the second wheelset into
the side frames. Be careful not to force the axle tips into the frame as it may damage the tips. Holding the truck by the sides,
keeping the wheelsets in place, insert the bushing of your choice from the bottom and make sure it’s properly seated. You
can now either attach it to the car or set it down inverted on a flat surface to wait for installation. The truck will hold together
inverted but if you need to store the assembled trucks for any length of time prior to installation we recommend putting a screw
through the bushing with a hex nut on the other end or something to securely keep the bushing in place.
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